
TRC Virtual CC6 

Chilworth Droving 
Tadpole format: start/finish stretch same 
with loop in middle. Distance ~3.2M 
Multi-terrain : forest trails, mud, minor 
paths and even tarmac. 

Start/finish  gate 
at top of Coxford 
Road 
 
Park at sports 
centre with warm 
up  (or street 
parking on 
Coxford Road) 

mud 

mud 

mud 

mud 

forest 
trail 

forest 
trail 

tarmac 

tarmac 

Lookouts: 
• Possibility of vehicles on tarmac section 

–is however very quiet road 
• Slippery mud in places, plenty of hills No 

gate obstacles 
• Take mobile and/or let someone know if 

doing alone. 
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TRC virtual CC6 Chilworth Droving 

P1 start within touching 
distance of gate at top of 
Coxford Road. Head 
straight up the gentle 
incline. 

P2 left turn at Lordswood 
Lane cross-roads.  After 
negotiating some mud turn 
left onto the forest trail for 
a terrific sweeping 
downhill section. 

P3 stay on main forest 
trail –veer right.  Towards 
bottom of hill,  continue on 
main forest trail, climbing 
towards Chilworth Drove. 



P4 left turn at Chilworth 
Drove cross-roads.  More 
downhill on the forest trail. 

P5 right turn  just before  
bottom of Chilworth 
Drove   Do not go though 
exit –instead turn right 
onto muddy path.  
Keep going on straight(ish ) 
path ignoring tracks left 
and right. 

P6 Straight across T-junction   
Muddy path becomes more 
substantial path & eventually  
meets wider forest trail at T-
junction.  Ignore the trail & take 
minor path opposite junction.  
Short but lovely winding route in 
amongst trees. 
Extra advice from Tony L: 
Path tries to take you right but  
actually need to be slightly left to 
go down & up slight dip with 
puddle at bottom. Comes out 
directly opposite the path in the 
p7 photo. 



P7 Straight across another 
apparent T-junction   Path 
meets more substantial 
trail, but once again take 
minor path opposite 
junction.   
Path dips down veering to 
the right.  Follow most 
obvious way forward 
(through muddy ford) and 
up to meet Chilworth 
Drove again. 

P8 Turn left onto back 
onto Chilworth Drove   
After short steep scramble  
re-join the Drove, turning 
left up the incline 

P9 Straight on past gate.   
Top tarmac section on the 
Drove. Run past houses 
with road bending to the 
right. 



P10  Right turn near 
motorway bridge   Follow 
tarmac until get to T-
junction. With motorway 
bridge to the left, turn 
right.  

P11  straight on down 
road towards kennels. 
Ignore any left turn-offs  

P12 Straight down 
Lordshill Lane.   Ignore 
turn-off for kennels and go 
down muddy path 
“Footpath and cycle way” 
 
Keep going straight down  
… all way to finish 
(includes going straight 
over first  cross-roads) 

P13 Finish   Downhill till 
you get back to where you 
started. 


